


AD-90®HIGH PRESSURE AIR
DUSTER
All angle spray
High pressure air duster.
Non-flammable.
Rapidly blows dust and dirt from inaccessible areas.

400g Aerosol

AC-90DisplacesMoisture
Corrects faults on damp vehicle ignition systems, simply spray AC-90 over the exterior of all
distributor leads, spark plug leads, coil leads. Regularly apply AC-90 to keep your engine running
smoothly. Suitable for electronic ignition systems.
AC-90 Lubricates
Cleanly restores smooth, silent operation to door hinges, locks, castors, drawer runners, curtain
tracks. Stops sticking and squeaks.
AC-90Cleans&Penetrates
Removes dirt, grime, limescale, crayon marks, chewing gum, adhesives. Leaves a clean
protective film to protect against rust. Removes bloom from fridges, cookers, stainless steel sinks.
If in doubt about suitability try on a small area first. Rapidly loosens rusted, corroded parts,
seized nuts, bolts, cables and metal parts. *De-scales taps and showers

AC-90®

LIQUID MAINTENANCE NO.1 CHOICE OF INDUSTRY
PENETRATES LUBRICATES

CLEANS PROTECTSAGAINSTRUST
RELEASES DISPLACESMOISTURE

NOSILICONE

AG-90® ANTI-GALLING LUBRICANT
FOOD GRADE
Specially formulated lubricant which will reduce the incidence of
Galling/ Cold Welding of Stainless Steel Fasteners.
The product is reinforced with PTFE Dupont food grade
whichmeets the requirements of 21 CFR-177-1550.F.D.A
Food and Drug Administration.

125ml Can
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CT-90® CUTTING & TAPPING SPRAY
Drilling, sawing & thread cutting all made easy.
Safe on all steels, even stainless and ceramics. 
Extends tool life.
Also available in compound and bulk fluid.
Very high additive levels. High load capabilities.
No silicones. Not suitable for yellow metals.
No Chlorinated solvents. High anti-weld features.
High rates of metal removal.

500ml Aerosol

CD-90®CHAIN & DRIVE EXTREME
PRESSURE LUBRICANT
Multi viscosity.
Starts thin for penetration then thickens for performance.
Resists throw off on moving chains.
CD-90 can also be used as a general heavy duty lubricant.
Ideal for driving chains, bearings, conveyor systems
and also can be used as a slideway lubricant.

500ml Aerosol

AS-90®WELDERS MULTI-USE FLUID 
Pre-weld spray.
Welding wire lubricant.
Post-weld corrosion protection.
400g Aerosol

AT-90® AIR TOOL LUBRICANT
General all purpose grade suitable for all
Air Tools or Air Line Lubricants.
Can be mixed with all mineral based lubricants
without draining the system.
For all air operated tools.
Excellent air release quality.
Low foaming ability.
ISO GRADE VG22.
500ml Polybottle  5ltr Can

BD-90®DRIVE BELT DRESSING
Restores grip to Drive Belts – can be used on wet belts.
Can be used on Drive Belts exposed to weather and is ideal for 
farm machines, alternator drive belts and fan belts.
Helps stop belt cracking and extends belt life.
Can be used on rubber, leather, canvas and most types
of synthetic belt material.

BS-90®BUILDERS DURABLE 
BITUMASTIC COATING
Flexible, waterproof, crack resistant.
Helps stop water leaks.
Easy inverted spray.
Rapid Drying Formula.
Ideal for sealing roofing felts, tiles, slates, metal parts, fixings.
Inverted spray nozzle for ease of application.

500ml Aerosol

500ml Aerosol



DM-90® DRY FILM MOLYBDENUM
DISULPHIDE LUBRICANT M0S2

Dry film resin bonded MoS2 lubricant. 
Withstands high loads/pressure, does not attract dirt and dust.
Use as a dry film lubricant on sliding surfaces gears, bearings and
as an Anti-Galling lubricant on precision threaded components.
Touch dry in 10 minutes, fully dry in 12 hours.

500ml Aerosol

CT-90®CUTTING & TAPPING FOAMCUT SPRAY
Drilling, sawing & thread cutting all made easy.
Suitable for yellow metals aluminium.
CO2 non-flammable propellant.
Low odour foam clings to work.
Safe on all steels.
Extends cutting tool life.
Foam clings to aid cutting of verticals.

500ml Polybottle Pack
5ltr Can
25ltr Can
200ltr Drum

CT-90®CUTTING & TAPPING
NON-DRIP COMPOUND
Drilling, sawing & thread cutting of all metals made easy.
Use on all steels, alloys, heat resisting metals, Cast Iron
& Aluminium.
A special compound which will not break down under ex-
treme pressures.
Apply by brush, or dip small cutting tools into the compound.

CS-90®COPPER ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT
Rated to 1200°c.
No Silicones.
Non Chlorinated.
Water resistant.
Lead free.
Penetrates into chains, wire ropes,
hinges, locks, brake callipers and bearings.
Reduces metal to metal friction and seizure.

500ml Aerosol
480grm Compound

CT-90® CUTTING & TAPPING FLUID
Drilling, sawing & thread cutting all made easy.
Safe on all steels, even stainless and ceramics. 
Extends tool life.
Also available in compound and bulk fluid.
Very high additive levels. High load capabilities.
No silicones. Not suitable for yellow metals.
No Chlorinated solvents. High anti-weld features. 
High rates of metal removal.

480grm Can

500ml Aerosol

CG-90® GENERAL PURPOSE CLEAR
GREASE WITH PTFE
Clear heavy duty EP grease.
Reinforced with PTFE.
Excellant shear resistance.
Good low temp performance.
Working temperature range -12˚c to +250˚c.
Corrosion Inhibitior.
Also suitable for bearings,chains and springs.

400ml Aerosol
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FSL®FOOD SAFE LUBRICANT
Food safe machinery lubricant.
Does not contain mineral oil.
No taste. No smell.
Fully Biodegradable.
Reinforced with non-mineral oil additives.
General purpose lubricant.

500ml Aerosol

500ml Aerosol

LD-90®GAS LEAK DETECTOR SPRAY
Compressed air propellant.
Non-flammable.
Ideal for use with gas detecting equipment.
All angle spray.
Safe in confined spaces.
Made to the requirements of BS.EN.14291:2004 
STANDARD for GAS LEAK DETECTION.

LD-90®GAS LEAK DETECTOR 
NON DRIP GEL FORMULATION
LD-90 GEL is for application to vertical piping where
traditional Gas Leak Detectors will run off.
The gel will cling to the work and show leaks as foam.
Made to the requirements of BS.EN.14291:2004 
STANDARD for GAS LEAK DETECTION.

I.P.A. ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 
ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICAL 
SWITCH CLEANER
IPA is specially formulated to clean electrical components 
containing plastic parts. BS 1595.
It will clean electrical switches and contacts, rapidly 
evaporating and leaving no residue.

750ml Aerosol

LM-90® PAINT LINE
MARKER SYSTEM
Use on Concrete, Stone, Tarmac, Grass, 
Gravel and Soil.
Fills all popular applicator machines or use 
by hand.
Available in White, Yellow, Red, Blue, 
Green, Orange, Black.
Long Lasting bright colour.

500ml Aerosol

ESC®PLASTIC SAFE ELECTRICAL 
SWITCH CLEANER 
A solvent cleaner suitable for parts containing
plastics components.
Leaves no residue.
Removes oil and grease.
Formulated for use on delicate equipment.
Always test a small area for suitability before use.
Fast drying.

250ml Bottle

400ml Aerosol



MP-90® TEMPORARY ANTI-RUST COATING
Clean anti-rust coating for Injection Moulding
Tools in storage.
Ideal corrosion protection for export packing.
Will protect all metal objects against rust.
Easy to remove.
Does not set hard.
Faint yellow trace to aid application coverage.

500ml Aerosol

MS-90®MULTI-PURPOSE SILICONE GREASE
General purpose clear clean grease.
Ideal Switch lubricant.
Excellent Di-electric spec.
High electrical resistance.
Resists melting.
Ideal for lubricating electrical cable passing through conduit.
500ml Aerosol

NS-90® NON SLIP FLOOR PAINT
TRANSPARENT MATT FINISH
NS-90 is a one component clear coloured anti-slip coating for
interior or exterior use, fast drying with good resistance to 
abrasion/oil/water/fuels.
Contains anti-slip aggregate.

PTFE®PURE POLYTETRAFLOUROETHYLENE 
POWDER DRY LUBRICANT/
RELEASE AGENT
Use on bearings, bushes, gears, slide parts.
Extremely low coefficient of friction.
Significantly reduces friction.
dry film stable from -250˚c to +260˚c.
NO SILICONE CONTENT
Ideal lubricant for metal, wood, plastics, rubber,
glass, leather, fabric and foam materials. 500ml Aerosol

RL-90®WIRE ROPE LUBRICANT
WITH P.T.F.E
Penetrates to the rope core.
Extreme pressure performance weather resistant.
Compatible with all mineral oil based lubricants.
Can be used on wet ropes and provides
excellent protection against corrosion.

RP-90® RAPID PENETRATING
SPRAY
RP-90 is a fast acting penetrating and release fluid
30% less dense than water, thus giving excellent
penetrating power and releasing capability.
Frees rusted parts quickly and cleanly.

500ml Aerosol

500ml Aerosol

500ml Aerosol



RX-90® RED OXIDE 
ANTI-RUST PRIMER
For use on clean or lightly rusted metal.
Over coatable with most popular paints.
To obtain the best anti-rust performance the surfaces
to be primed must be in sound condition, clean, free
from oil or grease.
If the surface has been previously painted, remove
all loose or flaky paint with wire brush.
500ml Aerosol

SUPERTROL 001®

The protective coating that stays flexible, and is 
compatible with existing vehicle protection waxes.
1000+1 uses for automotive, industrial,
marine and agricultural applications.
Penetrating rust proofing fluid.  
Rust Preventive – No silicone.
Stops internal rust.
Industry’s proven rust treatment.

400ml Aerosol
500ml Aerosol
5ltr Can
25ltr Can
200ltr Can
Metal Handspray Applicator

SA-90® INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH 
ADHESIVE
Construction
Electrical
Wood working
Farming
Engineering
Upholstery & Carpet industries.
Suitable for use on soft wood, plywood, plaster board, MDF,
laminate board, hardboard, steel, plastic sheets, carpet tiles,
underlay, fabric, foams and felts.
500ml Aerosol

SP-90®MAXIMUM SILICONE 
LUBRICANT
SP-90 is a superior Silicone lubricant
for light lubrication in chemical, food
and other industries where a clean
clear dry lubricating film is preferred.
Stable over a wide range of temperatures.
Prevents sticking of rubber or plastic parts.
500ml Aerosol

500ml Aerosol

SL-90®VISCOUS LUBRICATING OIL
Viscous Lubricating Oil with P.T.F.E.
High quality mineral lubricating oil.
Contains a special blend of anti-rust agents 
which protects all surfaces against corrosion.
Formulated to grip metal parts.
Viscous Lubricating Oil with P.T.F.E.
Added PTFE to reinforce the oil film layer and provide
lubrication for metal to metal parts for longer periods of time
than could be acheived with oil film coatings.
Lowest coefficient of friction of any of the solid additive
products.
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Manufactured in UK by Action Can Ltd, 
Dixon Close, Old Boston Trading Estate Haydock, St Helens, WA11 9SF

Tel: +44 (0) 1942 713667          Fax: +44 (0) 1942 716235
Email: salesoffice@actioncan.com

Distributor Details

TF-90® FAST DRYING CLEANING 
SOLVENT
TF-90 has been formulated to replace
1.1.1.Trichloroethane solvents.
Fast drying cleaning solvent.
Can be used for general degreasing work.
Will remove oil, grease, tar, wax, carbon and general soiling.
Ideal for electrical part cleaning and component cleaning.
TF-90 will soften some paints and will attack some plastics.

500ml Aerosol

MZ-90®MATT FINISH COLD ZINC 
GALVANISE®

MZ-90 is the ideal repair coating for newly galvanised metals, 
formulated to look like galvanised metal when dry.
Can be used as an undercoat or top coat.
It is fast drying to reduce downtime and delay.

ZG-90®COLD ZINC 
GALVANISING SPRAY
Fast drying rust protection.
Use on light rust or clean metal.
Ideal repair coating for new Galvanised metal.
Two buttons for varied spray patterns.
Blends with galvanised metal when dry.
Suitable as a base for most common finishes.
Do not use on the inside of water storage tanks.
Also available in red, blue, green, white & black.

500ml Aerosol

500ml Aerosol


